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It led to elimination of the non-essential: this was its own
origin and essence.
And if its influence was great upon the artists and
thinkers of this age in China it was even greater in Japan,
where the element of austerity and of the bizarre strikes
a congenial note, and where Zen came as a timely reaction
from effeminacy and over-refinement. The tea-ceremony,
the quiet meditation-hall, the simple beauty of a garden
which is itself the result of much pruning and elimination,
the lines of a picture reduced to the bare bones of the sub-
ject, these and above all the quiet enjoyment of nature
and the art of meditation are the fruits of Ch'an or Zen
Buddhism. Whatever intensifies and beautifies life, what-
ever reveals the beauties and grandeur of nature, whatever
brings chosen souls together in mystical union will make
for great art and great thinking. The Sung era enjoyed
the rich by-products of two centuries of such contempla-
tion. They had reunited man to nature, and had sent him
back to read her profound lessons. They had linked Lao-
tse and Sakyamuni in a new and very fruitful friendship.
If Teang is the era of the interpenetration of Taoism and
Buddhism, Sung is that of the fusion of Buddhist philo-
sophy with Confiician social theory and politics.
Some Chinese critics see in this process a victory for
Buddhist quietism and the paralysis of Chinese activism:
others claim it as a revival of Confucian rationalism which
now adopts the technique of mysticism in order to defeat
it. The truth is surely that China yielded to a better meta-
physic, but reaffirmed her native social theory, adopting a
technique which she needed: and if we must use the meta-
phors of conflict for this cross-fertilization of cultures it was
a victory for K'ung Fu-tse rather than for Sakyamuni. It
was the culmination of a long process of canonization of
Atypical Chinese. If there was sterilization as well as
fertilization that is equally true of the analogous influence
of Aristotle in the West. The surest way of turning a
benefactor into a curse is to canonize him and his works
till there is no freedom left.

